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The Operational Data Gap 

Data continues to proliferate across the enterprise, especially operational data generated, not just from disparate 

machines, infrastructures, and data centers, but from applications, end-users, and devices. Historically, IT has been tasked 

with managing, extracting, and delivering insights based on this data, whether for troubleshooting a failure or gaining 

insight into how production applications consume existing resources. However, organizations are beginning to realize the 

immense value that lies within their operational data sets. These treasure troves of data contain information across all 

aspects of the business, both internal and external, driving a need for greater accessibility across the entire organization. 

Herein lies the problem; between different types of data being siloed across various business units within an organization, 

and the fact that each business unit likely leverages different collection and analysis tools depending on their goals, skills 

sets, types of data, or speed at which insight must be derived, various levels of fragmentation have appeared across 

organizations as they attempt to integrate and analyze production and operational data for improved operational insights.  

This fragmented approach to gaining insight from operational data is creating major issues for many organizations. How 

can a global media company prevent customer churn when it is unable to track user behavior due to the number of tools 

across its analytics pipeline? How can the security team address the growing sophistication and volume of malware attacks 

when it is overwhelmed from the constantly growing number of endpoint devices? How can IT teams more efficiently and 

accurately analyze data flows to reduce the time and effort involved in resolving an issue to maintain customers’ faith? 

Simply put: They can’t with their current tools that only solve part of their problems. Plus, data is anything but static—it’s 

dynamic and growing. Organizations are recognizing the need for a future proof platform that can integrate data at scale 

while empowering everyone in the organization to analyze it. 

The continued proliferation of data and growing level of data management and integration complexity are not uncommon 

problems. According to ESG research, 68% of IT professionals said their organization’s IT environment was more or 

significantly more complex than it was two years ago, with 41% of organizations believing higher data volumes are 

responsible for the added IT complexity (see Figure 1).1 

Figure 1.  Top Five Reasons IT Has Become More Complex  

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 

                                                           
1 Source: ESG Master Survey Results, 2018 IT Spending Intentions Survey, December 2017. 
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What do you believe are the biggest reasons your organization’s IT environment has become 
more complex? (Percent of respondents, N=441, three responses accepted)

https://research.esg-global.com/reportaction/2018ITSpendingIntentions/Toc?
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Data Silos and Sources 

But IT complexity is not only caused by the need for more capacity to handle growing data volumes—it’s about the 

absence of an effective way to unite all organizational data. That includes integrating operational data, such as machine 

data, log data, security data, and device data, with application data, production data, and customer data. And while 

numerous organizations are prioritizing the need for data silo consolidation, the process has been slow moving simply due 

to the lack of offerings that fit the bill. Organizations have been forced to spend most of their time on tooling and custom 

coding, as opposed to gaining value from their data.  

A prime example of progress lies within the security analytics space, where the automation of operational data collection 

and analysis is all but essential. ESG asked security professionals who are currently in the process of consolidating security 

analytics and operations tools about their top objectives for the consolidation. The top five responses included better 

identifying and communicating risks to the business, automating manual processes, accelerating incident detection, 

improving collaboration between the security and IT operations groups, and improving situational awareness (see Figure 

2). 2 

Figure 2. Top Five Objectives for Consolidating and Integrating Security Analytics and Operations Tools 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group  

Personnel 

Based on ESG research, organizations are experiencing a problematic shortage of skilled personnel in essential areas 

reaching across the entire data pipeline and comprising security, administration, management, architecture, data science, 

and governance.3 

These shortages are especially concerning since modern organizations rely on various experts to operate at maximum 

effectiveness. These experts can take the form of data engineers and system administrators creating custom code for ETLs, 

or IT personnel handling data quality and governance. At times, the number of people involved in data preparation and 

management tasks exceeds the amount of personnel (analytics end-users and data scientists) involved in extracting 

                                                           
2 Source: ESG Research Report, Cybersecurity Analytics and Operations in Transition, July 2017. 
3 Source: ESG Research Report, 2018 IT Spending Intentions Survey, February 2018. 
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If your organization is consolidating and integrating security analytics and operations tools, 
or planning to, what is the objective for doing so? (Percent of respondents, N=383, multiple 

responses accepted)

https://research.esg-global.com/reportaction/CybersecurityAnalyticsandOperationsJuly17/Toc
https://www.esg-global.com/research/esg-research-report-2018-it-spending-intentions-survey
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business insights. In theory, all of these roles should be filled within every organization, but in reality, organizations are 

either missing essential roles or asking too much of existing personnel to fill a gap that is outside of their expertise. This 

approach is creating an environment riddled with roadblocks, friction, and delays on the path to operational insights.  

Cost  

The cost implications of a fragmented approach to operational analytics can be quite extensive. Capital costs of multiple 

tools and supporting infrastructure silos and operational costs associated with the time required to manage and integrate 

data are just the start. Organizations must not overlook the opportunity cost. By not having an efficient way to marry the 

various operational data sets across an organization with production data, organizations are left either delaying business 

decisions due to the untimeliness of insight or making decisions based on insights derived from inaccurate or incomplete 

data. 

These data management and analytics cost concerns play a hidden but important role in organizations that are seeing an 

increase in their year-over-year IT spend. According to ESG research, the three business initiatives that surveyed 

organizations most often cited as drivers of their technology spending include cost reduction and improvement of analytics 

for real-time operational insights. In essence, organizations appear to be spending now in the hopes of saving later. They 

are also finding that business management teams value technology that reduces costs and/or improves security, risk 

management, employee productivity, customer satisfaction, and/or business processes (see Figure 3).4 In a nutshell, all 

business initiatives have an operational data component that IT must plan and account for. 

Figure 3. Most Important Considerations for Justifying 2018 IT Investments  

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 

 

                                                           
4 ibid. 
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The Need for a Comprehensive Data Operations Platform  

So how can organizations effectively address the challenges of deriving value from their ever-growing real-time and 

historical operational data while tying in business data to yield the most accurate insights? IT decision makers should keep 

performance, scalability, accessibility, security, and cost in mind when selecting a data operations platform. 

For performance, IT must prioritize two aspects in selecting the right data operations platform, and they are 

centered around latency: ingest and query response. A solution that minimizes overhead during the 

ingestion process is essential to ensuring data is available as soon as possible. And as soon as the data 

becomes available, organizations expect a timely response when querying data. Organizations must not 

overlook the ability to simultaneously handle both actions without impacting the speed at which either is 

done. This is essential to ensuring that IT meets the real-time needs of the business without disruption to 

anyone’s job. 

As data continues to grow, so too should the platform in which it resides. A platform that scales in lock-step 

with the data from both a capacity and performance standpoint is essential. Organizations want 

predictability as they scale, and platforms that yield linear performance scalability will meet those 

expectations.  

Selecting a platform that not only promotes access to all data, but also empowers everyone to gain insights 

regardless of skill level will set up businesses to reach their data-driven goals. With a platform that makes it 

easy for the generalists with self-service capabilities, while providing the power users with their preferred 

granular knobs and dials, everyone is efficient and productive without having to burden one another. 

When leveraging a platform with increased accessibility to data across the entire organization, 

management must consider proper security and data governance measures. Organizations must ensure the 

right people have access to the right data. This requirement extends to a platform’s underlying controls and 

management. 

The business is always asking IT organizations to do more with less. A solution that can reduce (if not 

eliminate) infrastructure costs and offer favorable economics throughout the data collection and analysis 

process is essential. A data operations platform that can easily scale without requiring a massive 

infrastructure and price tag helps to address CapEx. From an OpEx standpoint, catering to generalists 

through intuitive interfaces with self-service capabilities will maximize their time with the platform, while 

enabling IT or power users to focus on more strategic tasks for the business. And by always having access to 

all data in an easy, fast, and secure way, organizations can ensure they capitalize on opportunities faster 

than they ever have in the past. 

Delivering Efficiency Across the Machine Data Pipeline with Devo 

The Devo Data Operations Platform is a full stack, multi-tenant distributed data analytics platform, which integrates and 

analyzes operational machine and business data at petabyte scale across the enterprise. Devo empowers globally 

distributed organizations to gain accurate and complete insights across all machine data silos to ensure that they can 

rapidly respond to the real-time needs of data-driven organizations.  

Devo brings efficiency to all stages of the data pipeline, from operational data collection, integration, and storage, to self-

service analysis and visualization. 
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Integrate — Devo classifies data without transforming 

or modifying it, instantly making it available for analysis 

in milliseconds at predictable scale. Organizations can 

receive 150K events per second/core, regardless of 

whether they possess multiple cores on one machine or 

scale horizontally across several machines. 

Store — Devo has an optimized file structure based on 

time and data source, eliminating the need to maintain 

a massive, constantly growing global index. All data is 

stored securely in its raw format and is always hot. 

Through micro-indexing technology, Devo provides 

between 10- and 15-to-1 compression rates while 

creating space-efficient distributed indexes 

asynchronously, after ingestion. Using this method, 

Devo indicates that this approach requires at least 80% 

less resources in personnel and/or infrastructure.  

Analyze — Users can look at both real-time and 

historical data. Through Devo’s intelligent query engine, organizations benefit from automation in recognizing whether 

answering a query requires raw or aggregated metric data. And through native machine learning capabilities for anomaly 

detection, machine-aided analysis of data enables organizations to spend less time on tooling and more time on deriving 

insight. Together, the raw capabilities of the Devo platform can analyze one million events per second/core, giving it the 

ability to quickly deliver predictable insights, while simultaneously ingesting data. 

Visualize — Through an intuitive dashboard that is rich with search trees and customizable widgets, everyone can derive 

operational insights. Since the solution does not require the use of a custom query language, business users can be as 

empowered as power users, who can still leverage a standard query language. 

The Bigger Truth 

The complexities associated with finding value in operational data will not be getting easier. As TBs become PBs and the 

requirement for real-time insights becomes the difference between profitability and “out of business,” organizations must 

act to ensure they remain competitive in the market. They can achieve this by aligning data-driven initiatives with business 

goals. 

So how do they get there? By uniting disparate data silos of operational and production data across an organization with a 

fast, scalable, easy-to-use, secure, and cost-effective data operations platform. Before evaluating vendors or jumping into a 

POC though, you should ask numerous questions : What is my business goal? What use case should I focus on first? What 

kind of data do I have, and where is it spread across my organization? What level of security is required to minimize risk 

and maximize accessibility? How could this impact my standing with regulatory compliance? How much does this cost now, 

and what will it cost five years from now? 

Organizations are in search of a comprehensive platform that enables the business to integrate disparate, ever-growing 

machine data silos, empower all personnel in an organization to contribute to operational excellence through corporate-

wide data-driven initiatives, and ensure budgets remain in check from both a capital and an operational cost standpoint. By 

simplifying the machine data pipeline and making use of a platform architecture that properly aligns to the needs of each 

stage—integrate/collect, store, analyze, and visualize—Devo is enabling organizations to easily satisfy their requirements 

of gaining insight into their operational data, at predictable speed and scale, in a secure way, at a reasonable cost.

A global united telco company uses Devo to help 
transform itself into a top-tier organization. 

Operational data metrics: 

• 30 TB/day collected. 

• 500 B events/day. 

• 5 PB analyzed/day. 

• 200 active users from 9 departments. 

• 15 business initiatives. 

Savings achieved: 

• 33% reduction in customer support delivery costs. 

• 20% reduction in service fleet costs. 

• $10+ M in OpEx savings by reducing existing data 
solutions. 

• New revenue generated producing a security service 
based on Devo. 
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